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REGIONAL AIRCRAFT MARKET

M
ore than a thousand 
regional aircraft are 
expected to come 
off-lease and home 
to roost with owners 

over the next few years.   For many 
it will be only the beginning when it 

comes time to cashing in on some of 
the Residual Value Guarantees (RVGs) 
that were offered by the manufacturers 
to airlines and investors over a decade 
ago. While RVGs are nothing new, 
an expected tidal wave of claims will 
correlate with the apex of predominantly 

50-seat regional aircraft deliveries that 
occurred between 2000 and 2003. Most 
of these transactions were structured 
on long-term leveraged lease financings 
with typical tenors of around 15 years.

The regional aircraft market has seen 
its fair share of ups and downs over 

Residual Value Guarantees
By Bryson Monteleone, Marketing Director, Tailwind Capital, LLC
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the past few decades. The introduction 
of the Regional Jet (RJ) was a game 
changer for regional operations and 
airlines. Passengers could now fly 
comfortable, quiet “jet” aircraft instead 
of an aging fleet of less reliable piston/
turboprop aircraft. The original intent 

of the RJ was not to supplant regional 
piston or turboprop-powered aircraft, 
but rather to allow airlines to provide 
point-to-point “hub bypass” operations 
on a premium pricing structure. 
However, with RJs being delivered by 
manufacturers at a peak rate of 10-14 
per month, a quick, steadfast retirement 
of propeller powered aircraft ensued, 
making it all too easy for captive regional 
operators (US operators in particular) 
to expand RJ services to a majority of 
their networks. The RJ quickly reigned 
supreme with passengers and airlines 
and mainline carriers would not accept 
anything less. Operators expeditiously 
rushed to out-compete each other 
and promise a seamless product from 
mainline to regional, all on jet aircraft. 
As there was no longer a premium 
service being offered, and hence no 
premium pricing, airlines quickly found 
it very difficult to recoup their capital 
investment in the aircraft. RJs were 
the workhorses of the regional system, 

and even more so after 9/11 when thin, 
unprofitable mainline routes were 
pushed down to the regional operators.

The intense popularity of RJs lasted 
approximately 10 years until airlines 
(again, particularly US operators) 
started to file for bankruptcy as the 
only remedy to restructure costs and 
compete competitively going forward. 
In their efforts to restructure, airlines 
also renegotiated many of the work 
rules that dictated mainline and 
regional operations. The arbitrary 
50-seat capacity line in the sand, or 
scope clause, that once governed which 
crews flew which routes and with what 
equipment, soon became a 70-seat line, 
and subsequently increased from there. 

The artificial market created by the 
50-seat rule, which supported the need 
for 50-seat aircraft like the Bombardier 
CRJ-200 and Embraer ERJ-145, was 
now gone, which started the beginning 
of the end for the smaller RJs (≤50 
seats). Regional aircraft OEMs saw 
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###

Aircraft Type # Stored Currently Operated
Expected Near-Term 

Retirements 
(within 2-3 years)

CRJ-100/200 176 991 511
ERJ-135/145 168 1,203 520
Dash 8-Q400 23 423 25
ATR72-500 43 313 10
Source: Ascend/Flightglobal
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the window of opportunity for larger 
RJs open dramatically and started to 
either expand current aircraft types into 
larger variants (Bombardier), or develop 
completely new platforms for a new, 
emerging market (Embraer). Unlike the 
smaller CRJ and ERJ aircraft, which 
were developed as commercial iterations 
of corporate/executive aircraft, the larger 
aircraft were developed specifically 
for the commercial market with more 
robust airframes and powerplants. The 
new regional jet market was here.

Today, both Bombardier and Embraer 
are looking to capitalize on the bottom 
end of the mainline market (≤ 130 seats) 
with highly-competitive regional jet 
aircraft that offer a modest savings in 

that power the ERJ is held captive by 
the Rolls-Royce TotalCare program, 
which manages all aspects of the engine 
platform from maintenance to spares, 
and offers very few opportunities for 
a secondary trading and/or part-out 
market. 

As both CRJ and ERJ aircraft are 
returned at lease maturity, and assuming 
no bankruptcy or restructuring during 
the lease, many owners, lessors and 
investors will become very familiar with 
the RVGs or Asset Value Guarantees that 
were negotiated over a decade ago at the 
inception of the aircraft’s financing. 

Each manufacturer has specialized, 
confidential, components and terms 
of their respective contracts and in 
many cases specific to a particular 
transaction.  RVGs often assume that 
the then residual value will be no less 
than a fixed percentage value of the 
original cost at maturity of the lease or 
financing, typically 15 or so years after 
initial delivery.  If this value threshold 
is not met, the OEM or other guarantor 
agrees to financially guarantee, subject 
to numerous detailed conditions, the 
difference between that threshold and 
the current market value.

The RVG process has been designed 
to be complicated, and the contract 
wording tends to be obtuse and 
subjective.  As such, owners need to be 
diligent in their approach. Specifically 
in the case of regional jets, individuals 
who are familiar with this aircraft type’s 
maintenance program know it can be 
very confusing given the existence of 
multiple checks that have intervals 
based on both time and utilization. To 
remedy this, a clear dialogue with the 
operator is needed to confirm schedule 
maintenance check scope and timing in 
connection with lease returns.  Checks 
should be defined so everyone is well 
equipped on how to model the lease 
return and whether or not both lease 
and RVG return conditions will be 
met.  Owners should discuss with the 
appraiser the specific requirements of 
the RVG – this would include any specific 
calculations for return conditions, 
negative or positive, as it may deviate 
from the typical appraisal methodology. 
It is imperative to have a definitive 
understanding of the cost of each major 
maintenance event (airframe, gear, 

fuel and operational costs over similarly 
sized offerings from Airbus and Boeing. 
With this focus in mind, the smaller 
50-seat segment seems to be a growing 
window of opportunity for the ATR 
and the Dash 8 turboprop offerings, as 
newer, next generation turboprops are 
very cost competitive and no longer face 
the ‘antiquated’ stigma once associated 
with that type.

While the market for CRJs and ERJs 
started to decline, in many cases due to 
“guilt by association,” interesting trends 
have started to emerge. For a few years, 
the CRJ was the victim of a number 
of bankruptcies in the United States 
(Independence Air, Delta, and United) 
and readily-available aircraft quickly 

engines, APU, etc.), and a clear grasp of 
the current market trends as to how, in 
the case of end-of-life aircraft, a Current 
Market Value (CMV) is supported by the 
part-out market for specific engines and 
airframes. Notably, as an aircraft ages the 
CMV is primarily supported by engine 
condition.  If perhaps your aircraft is 
covered by a power-by-the-hour scheme 
like the Rolls-Royce TotalCare program, 
then a supportable methodology of how 
to monetize the condition needs to be 
carefully considered.

When a claim for an RVG is made, 
depending on the type of guarantee, the 
Guarantor or OEM may take title to the 
aircraft and attempt to remarket the 
aircraft itself. However, if the Guarantor 
or OEM is facing a large tidal wave of 
like aircraft hitting its inventory all at 
once, the guarantor may simply make 
a payment to the Lessor/Owner of the 
guaranteed amount and the Owner 
will retain title and sell or part-out the 
aircraft on its own. Guarantors, whether 
OEMs or other providers, are typically 
required by their auditors to set aside a 
provision to cover their RVG exposure.  
This however does not mean that 
the provision is cash collateralized or 
anything other than a general corporate 
liability of the guarantor.  In some cases, 
RVGs are paid out after an aircraft sale 
is completed and the difference between 
the actual sale price and the stipulated 
guaranteed residual value establishes 
the claim amount.  Others are based 
on claims at the end of the originally 
structured lease or mortgage and 
established by independent appraisers’ 

outpaced demand and values dropped 
precipitously. Conversion programs 
(commercial to VIP) emerged as 
remedies to soak up some of the excess 
supply and as a very cheap alternative to 
Bombardier’s Challenger 850 corporate 
aircraft, which had the same type rating. 
During that time, values for the Embraer 
ERJ Family seemed to remain somewhat 
more solid, as access to aircraft in the 
secondary market was not as abundant 
at that time, and the fleet, on average, 
was newer. Values did eventually 
soften as the ERJ quickly faced strong 
competition from used CRJs as they 
represented a much cheaper alternative. 

Currently, the markets for the two 
aircraft types are facing two different 
trajectories when it comes to residual 
value trends. Liquidity for the CRJ has 
remained stronger, relatively speaking, 
as the investor community sees 
continued value in GE CF34 powerplants 
as part-out opportunities. Conversely, 
the residual prospects for the ERJ are 
significantly dimmer. The market for the 
Rolls-Royce Allison AE3007A1 engines 

determination of the difference between 
the Current Market Value defined in the 
RVG and the residual value guaranteed 
by the guarantor, a more theoretical 
outcome.

Claiming against an RVG is not 
for the faint of heart, as OEMs have 
a vested interest in maintaining and 
maximizing the residual value of their 
aircraft to minimize potential RVG 
payouts while at the same time arguing 
lower values for used aircraft they take 
in trade against new deliveries. However, 
their ability to trade aircraft comes with 
offerings and incentives that a normal 
owner or financier does not have access 
to, so potential buyers may be willing to 
effectively pay a premium on new planes 
in order to receive a discount on future 
orders or competitive owner financing. 

Recognizing that it is in everyone’s 
best interest, OEMs have also been 
known to follow the spirit of the contract 
and work together in good faith and 
fulfill the claims with minor pushback. 
Instances like these appear usually when 
there are larger relationships at play and 
both sides have a substantial amount of 
leverage, and can theoretically make the 
lives very difficult for their counterparty’s 
going forward.

Ultimately, claiming on an RVG can 
become a chess game with each side 
attempting to out maneuver the other. 
Best results are achieved with supportable 
accurate market intelligence, cost data 
and up to date technical knowledge of 
the aircraft, and most importantly a 
thorough understanding of the RVG 
terms and conditions.
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###

Type CMV Range Lease Rate Range

CRJ-100/200 $1.2-5.0m $35,000-$65,000/mo
ERJ-135/145 $1.5-8.5m $35,000-$60,000/mo
Dash 8-Q400 $5.0-$22m $65,000-$240,000/mo
ATR72-500 $5.0-$15m $70,000-$175,000/mo
Source: TWC Proprietary Database

•	 Specific Detailed Return Conditions – often parallel lease return conditions, but in some cases can be 
stricter than actual lease terms

•	 End of Term Appraisal – In the absence of an actual sale to a third party, a “current market valuation” 
of aircraft usually valued at redelivery and in consideration of expected maintenance status provided 
during a specified window period prior to return. In most cases, each party is allowed to use their own 
appraiser, and in some of these cases appraisers must meet specific qualifying considerations

•	 Specific Calculations – OEMs have their own methods as to how best to calculate the residual value, 
so a straight Current Market Value, spot market, appraisal will not always suffice. It is important to fully 
apply the specific details of each RVG before making any assumptions on claim amounts

•	 Third Party Appraisal – In the cases where the difference between the owner’s and the guarantor’s 
chosen appraisers is too great, a mutually agreed appraiser may be chosen to establish the applicable 
“aircraft market value”

COMMON RVG TERMS INCLUDE:


